I've just discovered Qeious, very interesting idea. I wonder how it compares to ResearchGate and, from a geeky viewpoint, how concepts like definition compares to nanopublications. For instance, do you plan to use Qeios as a mean to ease the production of machine-readable data? From seeing that Silvio Peroni is involved in Qeios, I would hope so.
Another question is how you plan to manage the "democracy and meritocracy" aspect. I welcome that the idea of extending peer-reviewing from the current practices, where peer-reviews are lengthy processes, which is often too elitist and not so transparent.
However, "everyone can vote", "one counts one" risk to transform an impact factorobsessed world into likes-obsessed science, which could be affected by the same negatives that we're seeing from social networks in general (aiming at being trendy in spite of quality, click-baiting, manipulation through psychology and media science, you name it). So, are you going to mitigate this concept? For example, wouldn't it be better to assign a weight to users and their reviews and ranking, so that the votes of people with a good reputation (and a good academic track record) counts more?
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